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THIS MONTH:
SECRETARY’S NOTES
LICFM

SECRETARY’S
NOTES

MICHAEL
MITTLEMAN

T

he September General Meeting was called to order by LIW
President Mike Daum at 7:06 PM. The session was once again
in live-streaming format due to COVID-19 restrictions. The
COVID-19 situation precluded most of the usual in-person program
events.
Announcements Mike D. announced that would be following up with
the Smithtown Historical Society to get the current status of the Frank
Brush Barn availability. He also reminded members to vote on the
501(c)(3) question.
Other Business LICFM President Ben Nawrath announced that the
next SIG meeting would include a shop tour and a general discussion
session on 9/8/2020. LIWG (Woodturners) President Jim Moloney
announces a SIG meeting scheduled for 9/10/2020. Scroll Saw
President Steve Kelman indicated there would be no SIG meeting during September. Jim Moloney mentioned there is a substantial quantity
of cherry and oak suitable for turning is available for free to LIW members. Details are on our website.
NEW MEMBERS None introduced.

TURNERS GUILD

TREASURER’S REPORT None presented.

PUZZLE
TOOL REVIEW

MEMBERSHIP REPORT None.
SHOW AND TELL
- Rob Crespolini displayed several woodturning examples, including
two birdhouses, a mushroom, acorn, and other projects.
- Gary Mayhew had a handsome Beads of Courage box.
- Steve Kelman showed basket and bowl projects using Scrollsaw techniques.
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- Rob Demarco exhibited a beautiful walnut flag case.

Next meeting
Wednesday October 7th 7 pm

- Tom Ryan presented a wood gear clock he has made. A salute was
offered to Rolf Beuttenmuller for project guidance. Tom also had
constructed a box with a “secret” opening.

Virtual Meeting
- Michael Yowhan displayed a floating table he had made after watching a video and feeling curious about the process.
Drawing Winners Skipped due to the meeting format.
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ADJOURNMENT The meeting adjourned at 9:15 PM.
PRESENTATION – COREY TIGHE AND MIKE DAUM ON MORTISE AND TENON JOINERY
A master class demonstration of techniques for creating mortise and tenon joinery was offered by Mike D. and Corey
Tighe. Altogether, four different approaches were examined – using Forstner bits/chisels, a mortiser machine,
router, and hand-cut methods. The competing techniques were performed live.
Various criteria were used for judging the different processes. Speed, necessary equipment, verticality and smoothness of the joint walls, aesthetics (square vs. round corners), and quality of fit were considered. Tenons were cut
only with a table saw. Since Corey has a commercial enterprise, he placed a premium on speed. A Q & A session
followed.
The thoroughness of the demonstration and the extensive information that was shared were phenomenal. Thank
you, gentlemen.
OCTOBER MEETING There will be a live-stream General Meeting starting at 7 PM on October 7, 2020. The session
will be on Zoom and Facebook.
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BOB WOOD

LICFM

S

IG President Ben Nawrath opened the September 8th meeting with a light discussion addressing various topics,
some non-woodworking. Eventually, the comments turned strictly to woodworking.

DISCUSSION Norm Bald explained that drive belts will set to a certain shape, which occurs when a machine is left idle too
long. Norm mentioned serpentine belts.
Someone recommended Brinkmann’s Hardware (https://www.brinkmannhardware.com) as a good source for items
needed in woodworking. Groff and Groff Hardwoods (https://www.groffslumber.com) was also mentioned.
Gary Mayhew bought a Harbor Freight compressor (https://www.harborfreight.com/2-gallon-135-psi-ultra-quiet-handcarry-jobsite-air-compressor-64596.html) and remarked how quiet it is. Jim Hennefield spoke about Padauk changing to
grey when exposed to UV light. On that note, two books were mentioned, Understanding Wood by Bruce Hoadley and
WOOD! Identifying and Using Hundreds of Woods Worldwide by Eric Meier. Both volumes are available from Amazon.
Charlie Felson recommended Helmsman Finish to treat wood that may help with to stall wood color changes. Charlie said
it worked on Box Elder. One person said to leave a stencil on cherry, expose it to sunlight and it will leave the logo or
stencil design. Mike Luciano saw a Fine Woodworking article on cherry. Mike explained that sanding cherry with 500 Grit
and 4-O steel wool will supposedly prevent color change.
Epoxy - there were various suggestions of how to prepare surfaces before applying epoxy, storing it and how to work
with it.
Nate Lanzilotta had a question on cleaning brass.
Show and Tell
For Show and Tell there was quite a variety.
- Barry Saltsberg made a flag case out of cherry with a varnish finish.
- Joe Mayday is using mahogany he bought from Roberts two years ago. Joe is making a Bombay chest of drawers. To
curve the drawer fronts, Joe kerfed out the back and chiseled the waste similar to violin construction.
- Rick Nicolini took a stained-glass class and showed some of his projects.
- Bogden Topielski made a dog gate with a decorative wooden dog bone.
- Quasi related to Show and Tell, Rob Crespolini had a minor mishap with the lathe while turning a project. Luckily, he
survived with facial and eye redness. Rob’s experience drew face mask suggestions from various members.
Shop Tour Rob Demarco The main topic of the evening was a tour of Rob Demarco’s garage and basement shop.
First, Rob showed some lumber he obtained from Jim Brown. Rob has some set up - he showed a high-end planer and
table saw. Rob’s dust collection is Harbor Freight plus a ceiling mounted Grizzly air filter. For sharpening, Rob uses diamond stones. Harbor Freight floor mats are installed for comfort. Rob also mentioned he has a collection of an extremely dense hardwood called Ekki which he obtained from the Brooklyn Navy Yard. It is very dense and hard to work, but
it is durable and most useful in flooring and marine applications. Rob continued to lead us to the basement where he does
his turning. Rob’s turning station prompted some turning questions and responses.
As one can tell, the meeting was quite informative and interactive with a good variety of comments and discussions.
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BARRY SALTSBERG

TURNER’S GUILD

G

uild President Jim Moloney opened the September 10th meeting. The Zoom session started at 6:30 PM and there
was an informal question and answer session. Jim started the actual meeting about 7:00 PM.

ANNOUNCEMENTS None.
SHOW AND TELL
- Mike Josiah showed a striking vase form of cherry with cast blue epoxy.
- Rob DeMarco had a thin-walled bowl that appeared to be spalted maple.
- Steve Miele presented a bowl, and he asked about using color, which led to a discussion of the various types of coloring
agents.
- Bogdan Topielski had attended a class at the Connecticut Valley School of woodworking. He showed a maple bowl and a
cherry bowl as well as a mallet and a spindle sampler he did at the school.
- Jim Maloney showed his first segmented bow, which had a random pattern. He also had a random patterned segmented bowl
that was too small at the bottom. Design opportunity! He put it on a pedestal for a striking effect.
- Joe Botts had a “tell.” He recently got a Laguna dust collector from a former member of the club, which engendered a discussion on dust collectors.
Raffle Given the meeting’s format, the raffle was not held.
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PUZZLE

MICHAEL R. MITTLEMAN

From Warmth to Coolth – Autumn Arrives
Michael R. Mittleman
How to play: Complete the numerical grid so that every row, column and 3 x 3 box contains all
digits from 1 to 9.
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Solution to September
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CBN DISCS FOR THE
WORK SHARP 3000

MICHAEL R. MITTLEMAN

W

ow, CBN disks for the WS3000! Okay, let’s start at
the basics. CBN stands for cubic boron nitride.
This tough substance (9.9 on the Mohs Scale) has a
longer working life in grinding and sharpening operations than
sandpaper. If proper care is applied, a CBN disk’s life is estimated to be up to five years. CBN is recommended for ferrous
metals; however, soft steels can load the higher grit disks and
be challenging to remove. Moreover, carbide-tipped tools are
not good sharpening candidates since the carbide is as hard as
the CBN and can gouge the disk. The sweet spot for CBN
disks is modern high-speed steel.

The CBN disks for the WS3000 are available from
WoodTurners Wonders, https://woodturnerswonders.com.
There are three disks available individually, as pairs, or all in a
set. Each side of a disk has a different grit. Versions include
80/180, 350/600, and 800/1200 grits. When purchased individually, each disk costs $59.95, as pairs, they run $110, or the complete set of all six grits is $150. Order fulfillment from
WoodTurners Wonders was rapid. The set I ordered shipped the next business day. Packaging for shipment was excellent, with
ample foam protection inside of fitted cardboard boxes. Each disk was packaged separately. The shipping cost was $12.
The disks are physically 5 13/16” in diameter, ¼” thick, and have a ½” arbor. They install easily and correctly on the WS3000.
The sharpener does not require any modification to use these disks.
I tested the disks on some Sears Craftsman chisels. One thing for sure, the 80/180 grit should only be used on damaged or
badly worn tools. These grits cut quickly, even when using a light touch. The 350/600 disk also works quickly, but it is more
manageable. I found it flattened tool backs rapidly. The 800/1200 disk is probably the disk that will be used most often for
touch-up edge grinding. I finished with the WS3000 leather strop and a touch of green compound. The resulting mirror-like
finish and razor-sharp edges were acceptable. For the record, I used free-hand techniques rather than the WS3000 under-disk
method. No tests were done with turning tools or plane irons. One week down, four years and 51 weeks of useful life to go!
A critical takeaway from initial testing is to start with a very light touch and gradually escalate to working pressure on tool edges.
Pay attention to managing friction heat. While
testing could not gauge the actual working life of
these sharpening accessories, the Woodturners
Wonders CBN disks for the Work Sharp 3000
appear to be a solid addition to the woodworkers’
tool chests and are recommended.
___________________
Photos copyright Woodturners Wonders. Used with permission.
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